FAQ's
1. Does the plan have a Missions component?
YES! There was unanimous Session approval to dedicate 10% of the funds
raised, to Missions. Our first priority is to insure our SRPC Students are fully
supported on their Mission Trip to Costa Rica. Elder Tim Scott and our
Missions Team will make recommendations to Session for any additional
funds. We are committed to reaching beyond ourselves through this campaign.

2. How long has this plan been considered?
We began discussing facility improvements in September of 2017. The plan has
gone through several iterations and revisions. It started as an extensive
"Refresh" of the entire facility. Through prayer and discernment, it has become
a plan focused on improvements that address our Mission and key Ministry
Priorities. It was finalized in December, 2017.

3. We have talented people. Can we do the work ourselves?
SRPC is filled with talent. We see it each week, and annually through Building
Bridges. Yes! There will be opportunities to do some of the work ourselves. We
envision great fun and accomplishment through work days at the church. As
with all projects, it's important to find a qualified and capable "champion" who
can lead us. Please keep that in your prayers.

4. How does this fit in with our lease?
Our current lease runs through 2023. We have a very good relationship with
Nearon and communicate often. Of course, nothing is guaranteed. For that
reason, 65% of the funds raised are for items we will be able to take with us in
the event of a move. Paint, sound reduction and some flooring comprise most of
the remaining costs.

5. Will we ever move to a different or permanent facility?

At this time, our focus is on specific needs at this location. Long-range
planning is a prayerful and multifaceted process. The Session has had some
broad and general discussion. We value your prayers as decisions regarding
future needs are made in the next several years.

